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A set of three studies suggest that consumers encode the cash reward promotions differently than the waiver of shipping promotions,

leading to higher search intentions for the cash reward (waiver of shipping) promotions when the difference between original basket

size and the threshold basket size is relatively higher (smaller).
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Online retailers often offer conditional promotions such as a 

cash reward or free shipping, which shoppers can avail when their 
order sizes reach a threshold dollar value, e.g., $100. In this research, 
we examine consumers’ search behavior in response to the condi-
tional promotions.  

Presumably, sellers’ objective of offering a conditional promo-
tion is to encourage shoppers to increase their basket sizes (Zhou, 
Katehakis, and Zhao 2009). If so, it would be useful to understand 
the effects that a free shipping promotion may have on consumer 
response, as compared to a cash reward promotion. We hypothesized 
that consumers perceive cash reward promotions as gains to be ob-
tained, whereas free shipping promotions as losses to be avoided. 
Therefore, in accordance with the psychological value function 
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Thaler 1985) that is steeper in loss 
domain than in gain domain, we expected consumers to value free 
shipping promotion more than cash reward promotion. Study 1 tested 
this hypothesis.

Study 1. A 2-factorial (promotion type: free shipping versus 
cash reward) between-subjects design was used. In response to a 
hypothetical shopping scenario, participants were asked to imagine 
that they had to visit an online store to purchase a gift item for their 
niece’s birthday. Further, they were asked to imagine that they found 
the gift item for $75, and proceeded to the checkout. At the time 
of checkout, the store reminded them of the promotion -free ship-
ping or a cash reward- if their total basket size exceeds $100. They 
were also informed that the shipping charges (or, the cash reward) 
were flat $10. After reading this scenario, the participants were asked 
to report the likelihood that they will search for additional items in 
order to increase the basket size to be over $100. In line with our 
expectations, the search likelihood was significantly higher (F(1, 59) 
= 5.44, p<.023) when the promotion was free shipping (Msh = 4.45) 
as compared to cash reward (Mcr = 3.42). Therefore, study 1 results 
support the conjecture that consumers encode different promotion 
types differently such that free shipping (cash reward) incentive is 
perceived as a loss (gain) to be avoided (obtained).

In study 2, we tested whether conditional promotions act as 
goals for consumers. If conditional promotions serve as shopping 
goals (e.g., Lee and Ariely 2006), then in accordance with the goal 
gradient hypothesis, consumers are more likely to search when they 
are relatively near to (vs. farther from) the goal (e.g., Hull 1932). 
Further, previous research has suggested that goal framing may in-
teract with perceived distance to goal such that people may value 
positively (negatively) framed goals more when they perceive to 
be relatively far from (close to) the goal (e.g., Mogilner, Aaker, and 
Pennington 2008). Therefore, we hypothesized an interaction be-
tween promotion type (i.e., goal framing) and the relative distance to 
threshold basket sizes.  

Study 2. A 2 (promotion type: free shipping vs cash reward) X 2 
(original basket size: $25 vs $75) between-subjects design was used. 
A scenario similar to the study 1 was presented, and participants’ 
search likelihood reports were obtained. As expected, the interac-
tion between promotion type and original basket size was signifi-
cant (F(1, 55) = 29.70, p<.001). In response to the threshold order 
size of $100 and the original basket size of $25, participants reported 
higher search likelihood for cash reward promotion (Mcr = 2.54) than 
for free shipping promotion (Msh = 1.39). When the original basket 

size was $75, participants reported higher search likelihood for free 
shipping promotion (Msh = 5.03) than for cash reward (Mcr = 3.27). 
Further, as expected the effect of original basket size on search likeli-
hood was also significant (F(1, 55) = 66.71, p<.000) with participants 
in the $75 (M75 = 4.15) condition reporting higher search likelihood 
as compared to $25 (M25 = 1.96). Thus, study 2 results support the 
conjecture that conditional promotions serve as shopping goals, and 
that promotion type interacts with relative distance to the threshold 
order size to influence search intentions.

In study 3, we examined whether consumers’ search behavior 
is influenced specifically by their relative distance to a threshold or-
der size or by a general sense of psychological distance experienced 
due to incidental objects/events. Previous research has implied that a 
sense of distance caused by an object or event (stimulus A) may in-
fluence individuals’ subsequent evaluations, judgments, and behav-
iors toward another object or event (stimulus B) even when stimulus 
B may be unrelated to stimulus A (e.g., Brown and Levinson 1987). 
Trope and Liberman (2010) have argued that people access a com-
mon meaning underlying the different dimensions of psychological 
distance even when it is not directly related to their current goals. 

Study 3. A 2 (promotion type: free shipping vs cash reward) X 
2 (psychological distance: far vs close) between-subjects design was 
used with the experimental scenario similar to studies 1 and 2. The 
objective difference between the original basket size ($50 for all) and 
the threshold order size ($100) was kept the same for all participants. 
Following Liberman, Trope, and Stephan’s (2007) postulation that 
psychological distance can be represented in terms of subjective per-
ception of spatial distance, we manipulated spatial distance to prime 
participants with psychological proximity/remoteness. After reading 
the conditional promotions scenario, participants were asked to read 
a scenario about the city of Sydney (Chicago) for priming psycholog-
ical remoteness (proximity), and then were asked report their search 
likelihood in response to the conditional promotions scenario. The 
interaction effect of psychological distance and promotion type on 
search likelihood was significant (F(1, 50) = 35.11, p<.006). When 
primed with psychological remoteness (proximity), participants re-
ported higher search likelihood for cash reward (Mcr = 4.63) (free 
shipping (Msh = 4.86)) promotion than for free shipping (Msh = 2.59) 
(cash reward (Mcr = 3.58)). Thus, study 3 results suggest that not 
only perceived distance from the threshold order size, but completely 
irrelevant cues priming a sense of psychological distance can also 
interact with promotion type to influence consumers’ search behavior 
in response to conditional promotions.
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